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The Importance of Our River
The Salinas River provides our Valley with a
unique water source for both farm and urban
uses. This river historically meanders through
the Valley, with flow rates maintained by
releases from the upstream reservoirs during dry
months each year. This year-round water source
provides ecological benefits for a number of
constituents throughout our Valley.
One of the more unique aspects of this river is that most of
the land is privately held. This has provided land owners with
the ability to maintain the dikes and levees used to control the
flow of the river through their properties. After the flood event
of 1995, maintenance of the river channel was done under the
supervision of permitting agencies; this maintenance not only
controlled the rate of flow of the river and its path, but also

decreased the amount of invasive shrubs and trees that find a
home in the river channel.
The maintenance of the Salinas River channel was halted two
years ago when the Central Coast Regional Water Quality
Control Board refused to issue their permit for the maintenance,
and instead ordered Monterey County Water Resources to
prepare a costly Environmental Impact Report (EIR) on the river
channel watershed. After two years of delay, this process has
finally begun with scoping meetings and public comments in
May. This process will evaluate all possible alternatives for a
channel maintenance program, including the previous program
of landowner maintenance, as well as an alternative that does no
maintenance to the channel (which has resulted in our present
situation of overgrowth and sediment accumulation).
Ecologically, the Salinas River is meandering and is shallow in
most months of the year. These conditions set up circumstances
where a flood event could be repeated if channel maintenance
is not performed in a rational, timely manner. Waiting for the EIR
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The Idea that
Sparked Farm
Bureau

“This year is the
100th anniversary of
the founding of the
first county Farm
Bureau in Broome
County, New York.”
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Bill Barker Memorial
Golf Tournament

The A Bee C’s of Pollination

Monterey County Farm Bureau is proud to announce our
Bill Barker Memorial Annual Golf Tournament to be held on
Thursday, August 25th, 2011. We will be playing both courses
at Bayonet Black Horse, overlooking beautiful Monterey Bay;
shot-gun start time is 11am. Awards Banquet with Buffet & Raffle will follow
tournament play.

We are all aware of the significant
die off of bees, known as Colony
Collapse Disorder (CCD), in the
last several years. Empty hives are
discovered with little clue as to
where the bees went or what caused
them to abandon their homes. Some
estimates put the die off numbers
at nearly 2.5 billion bees, and blame
has been placed on a wide variety of
causes from pesticide use, viruses
in and around the colonies, and even
cell phone use. There are no clear
answers yet.

The proceeds benefit a variety of organizations including the Bill Barker Scholarship
Fund, Monterey County Agricultural Education, and the continuing efforts of
Monterey County Farm Bureau to maintain your farming, ranching, and agricultural
business interests locally and statewide.
Sponsorships are available in three levels: Gold Sponsor, Tee Sponsor, and Tee
Sponsor with qualified Farm Bureau Membership. Please consider a sponsorship,
and bring your foursome to play one of the most beautiful courses along the
Monterey Bay Coast.
This is an extremely important annual fundraiser for Monterey County Farm Bureau
and we need your support to make this event a success!
For details, sign-up forms, and further information, see www.montereycfb.com

Golfers
Foursome @ $700 | Individual Player @ $175

Sponsorships
Gold Sponsors @ $1200
Includes: Golf foursome, Gold
Sponsor Gift, Tee Sign with Business
Name displayed on course, Tee
Prizes, Range Balls, Cart, Drink
Tickets, Buffet Dinner with Special
Recognition, and NEW advertising
opportunity - provide company items
to include in tee prizes.

Tee Sponsor @ $250
Includes: Tee Sign with Business
Name, displayed on course.
Tee Sponsor with Business
Membership @ $400
Includes: Qualified Membership in
Monterey County Farm Bureau for
one year and Tee Sign with Business
Name, displayed on course.

continued from front page
in the next two years means there will be over four years of vegetative growth
in the channel, choking the flow and fostering the expansion of invasive plants.
The potential for a flooding event becomes greater when considering that the
rate that it takes the water to flow from the reservoirs to the ocean has doubled
in just the past two years simply because the channel has more restrictive
vegetation. This vegetation is consuming more of the water from the river each
year, rather than allowing for groundwater recharge or other beneficial uses.

CCD was first noticed in 2006 by a
beekeeper in Pennsylvania when he
noticed many empty hives. This then
led to a collective understanding that
occurrences of hive abandonment
were happening all across the United
States and Europe involving the
European honeybee. This bee is the
most social and productive the bee
species, providing vital pollination
to 30% of our food crops with an
estimated value of nearly $15 billion
per year domestically. The enormity
of these losses became more
evident as many beekeepers were
forced into bankruptcy as their hives
were abandoned en masse.
Over the next years, hopes for a
simple explanation were put aside
when experts could not identify the
reasons for CCD, either from a new
pest or disease, climate change,
pesticides, mutation of instinctive
traits, interference from cell phone
towers, genetically modified plants,

or competing bee species. More
research revealed that abandoned
hives where a few bees remained
had higher incidences of fungi,
viruses, and other effects not seen
before. Today, there is no real
definition of CCD, what causes it, or
how to prevent it.
As the number of bee hives available
for pollination of crops shrinks, the
pressure for beekeepers to remain
profitable comes into focus. An
average hive can cost $175 per year
to maintain, and if a beekeeper were
to lose a third to CCD then the costs
of maintaining the surviving hives
goes up. Marketplace pressures
and competition then come into
play, causing producers with crops
dependent on bee pollination to
bid higher for those remaining
good hives. The spiral continues
as more hives have CCD occur and
beekeepers scramble each year to
provide hives to their customers. This
effect will ultimately translate into
increased prices to consumers as
these costs get pushed through the
supply chain.
A number of suggestions for
managing CCD and its effects have
been recommended, but all have
potential unintended consequences.
Elimination of synthetic pesticides,
which can contaminate bee wax, will
leave producers without important
crop protection tools. Importing bees
from other continents runs the risk
that new pests or diseases will come

with those bees, such as the Varroa
mite that was imported on bees from
Asia during the 1980s. Planting of
wildflower mixes around production
fields has had success in England,
strengthening the bee populations
and adding new hives. Research is
continuing on cross-breeding bee
species that result in disease and
pathogen-resistant bees, but this is
a long-term project requiring huge
investments. Several other solutions
involve hand pollination of crops,
used in Asia but seen as unworkable
for our domestic crop production,
and the use of wild bees but these
species are just as susceptible to
the same diseases and mites as
domesticated bees.
Until research provides solid
evidence of how to control CCD, or
prevent it in new hives, there are
few options for beekeepers and
producers reliant on bee pollination.
Until then, beekeepers will have
to supply agricultural areas around
the country with the bee hives they
currently have, hoping the situation
does not grow more severe in the
coming years.
Producers and the public should
become more educated about CCD
and participate in research to solve
the problem. If we desire a steady
supply of apples, almonds, onions,
pumpkins, sunflowers, and other
crops, then we all need to care about
the honey bee.

So, the Salinas River is important to all constituents of the Valley; river channel
maintenance is important to keep the water flowing downstream, providing the
Salinas River Water Project with adequate flows for the recharge efforts, and
helping farmers manage their resources and land.
A publication of Monterey County Farm Bureau
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The Employer’s Dilemma – “No-Match” Letters
W ritten by : B rian Litt l e , F arm E mp l oyers Labor S ervice

SSA has resumed sending no-match
letters to employers. A no-match
letter notifies an employer that the
Social Security number (SSN) the
employer reported for an employee
on an annual Form W-2 wage report
does not match the employee’s
record in SSA’s database.

of Homeland Security (DHS) was
sued by the American Civil Liberties
Union, the AFL-CIO and others
challenging DHS’ “safe harbor”
regulation. By taking the steps
specified in the regulation to resolve
the discrepancy, an employer
would have been shielded from a
claim by DHS that the no-match
letter showed the employer had
constructive knowledge that an
employee identified in the letter
lacked employment authorization.
The DHS regulation was never
implemented, and the no-match
issue had seemingly taken a
backseat to ICE enforcement until
very recently, when employers
began receiving SSA no-match
letters once again.

SSA had not sent no-match letters
since 2007, when the Department

The no-match letter issued by
SSA advises the employer that the

In addition to stepped-up
worksite enforcement and audits
by Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE), employers
are again being subjected to “nomatch” letters by the Social Security
Administration (SSA), leaving
employers with no readily apparent
means of resolving the SSN/name
mismatch without possibly serious
legal consequences.

name or the SSN reported by the
employer for an employee does not
match a name/SSN combination
found in SSA’s records. It is widely
believed that the most common
reason for these discrepancies is
that the employee in question is an
employment-ineligible person who
provided incorrect SSN information
as part of a fraudulent identity used
to gain employment. The no-match
letter, however, merely asks that the
employer “assist” SSA by providing
corrected information.
No-match letters also caution
employers against taking any
adverse action against the employee
in question based solely on the
no-match letter. In fact, the letter
clearly states it should not be taken
as in indication that the employee is
an illegal alien.

you CAN
CouNt oN
HeAltH Net.
Affordable, predictable health care coverage
just for you.
When it comes to health care coverage, you can rest easy. Health Net offers Farm Bureau
members health care coverage options, including dental and vision, that are easy to understand,
have the security of no hidden surprises – and are designed to fit your budget.
So you can rely on Health Net’s quality coverage along with having the reassurance of predictable
monthly health care costs.
Call your authorized Health Net agent or call us, and be one step closer to making a health care
choice that works for you! 1-800-909-3447 (option 2)
California Farm Bureau health insurance plans are underwritten by Health Net Life Insurance Company; coverage is subject to individual underwriting. Health Net Dental HMO plans are provided by Dental Benefit Providers of California,
Inc. (“DBP”). Health Net Dental PPO and Indemnity plans are underwritten by Unimerica Insurance Company. Obligations of DBP and Unimerica Insurance Company are not the obligations of or guaranteed by Health Net, Inc. or its
affiliates. ©2010 Health Net Life Insurance Company is a subsidiary of Health Net, Inc. Health Net® is a registered service mark of Health Net, Inc. Farm Bureau is a registered service mark of American Farm Bureau Federation used
under license by Health Net. All rights reserved.
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This statement by SSA is the
source of the employer’s dilemma.
Employers who receive no-match
letters are clearly being asked
to follow-up on and clear up the
discrepancy. And, there are good
reasons why employers should not
ignore no-match letters. An ICE
Notice of Inspection subpoena (also
known as an I-9 audit letter) typically
directs an employer to provide, along
with other documents, copies of
any no-match letters the employer
possesses. And in investigating and
prosecuting immigration-related
criminal sanctions against an
employer, the U.S. Attorney’s Office
also commonly alleges the employer
ignored no-match letters. Still, DHS’s
guidance for employers clearly
states an employer should not take
adverse action against an employee
identified in a no-match letter.

records for simple errors where
numbers may have been inverted
or a name misspelled and following
up with affected employees.
Corrected information should be
provided to SSA and the Internal
Revenue Service. This might include
submitting Form W-2c to correct

prior Forms W-2. Employers should
carefully consider whether particular
employees should be discharged.
FELS resources can be found at
www.fels.net/find.

And as many have learned through
painful experience, California
employers risk lawsuits by
disgruntled employees if they follow
up too aggressively on no-match
letters. A 2009 California case
illustrates that problem. An employer
that received a no-match letter and
instructed affected employees to
provide corrected Social Security
information within three days was
subsequently sued by his employees
for having given them insufficient
time to respond. The employees
who were discharged for failing to
provide corrected Social Security
information by the deadline were
awarded back pay and reinstatement
by an arbitrator.
Employers need to carefully develop
procedures for addressing nomatch letters. Those procedures
should start with checking employer
A publication of Monterey County Farm Bureau
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How Many Hungry People Have You Fed Today?
W ritten by : K aren C oate , A g A gainst H unger

Living in beautiful Monterey County,
many of you have probably driven
past recently harvested fields, and
wondered, “Why there is so much
produce left behind?” The answer
is that professional harvesters
know to select produce that is the
perfect size, shape and color, and
leave behind anything that does not
meet those standards; even though
it is perfectly edible. While leaving
behind unused produce to be tilled
back into the ground is great for
soil replenishment, sometimes the
amount of produce left in the field
could be used differently. That is
where Ag Against Hunger comes in.
Ag Against Hunger began 21 years
ago to address the issue of surplus
produce waste in the Salinas and

Pajaro Valleys. Up until 1990, over
20% of nutritious vegetables and
fruit was dumped because of
market conditions or because it
was too late to ship. Leaders in the
agricultural industry decided to put
that produce to better use by storing
and consolidating it in one central
location for food banks to give to
their recipients. Ag Against Hunger’s
mission is to create a connection
between the Agricultural Community
and food assistance programs. Our
efforts to reduce waste and help
give people in need options of fresh
fruits and vegetables have yielded
over 178 million pounds of produce
in 21 years. We achieved this with
four different programs to collect the
produce: our Harvest, Winter, Sharing
and Gleaning Programs.

The Ag Against Hunger Gleaning
Program is how we address the
issue of what happens to the
beautiful produce left behind in the
fields. Every other Saturday, from
April through October, we recruit
volunteers from the local tri-county
area to harvest or “glean” what is left
in the fields to donate to local food
banks.
There are many reasons volunteers
choose to glean with Ag Against
Hunger, the most obvious being that
individuals can personally help to
feed low-income people in their local
community directly. Produce gleaned
on Saturday will be on someone’s
table by Tuesday. Volunteers also
gain hands-on farming experience
with every glean. Often times, we

hear volunteers expressing how
they will appreciate every single
strawberry or every salad they eat
for the rest of their lives because
they know how hard it was to get
it to their table. Usually, a foreman
representing the grower whose field
is gleaned leads the discussion about
food safety, how the produce should
be picked, and the current retail value
in the store. Often times, gleaners
are amazed to learn the retail value
of the produce they picked exceeds
$20,000.
As the program grows in popularity
with both volunteers and farmers, the
diversity of the produce gleaned has
increased as well. For example, last
year along with the gleaning staple
of lettuce, our volunteers picked

broccoli, cauliflower, beets, cabbage,
kale, cherries and strawberries. The
2011 Gleaning Season kicked off with
a new commodity, artisan lettuce, at
a Tanimura and Antle field.

by going to Monterey, Santa Cruz
and San Benito county food banks,
feeding over 158,500 people. So
the question is, how many hungry
people have you fed today?

Volunteers who glean come in all
shapes and sizes: families, retirees
and students fulfilling community
service hours all participate. Often
groups from schools, churches, rotary
clubs and businesses come out to
enjoy the benefits gleaning offers as
well. Everyone is required to follow
food safety rules set by the Leafy
Greens Marketing Agreement.

To participate in gleaning,
visit our website, www.
agagainsthunger.org, join our
E-news list, become a fan on
Facebook and follow us on
Twitter @agagainsthunger.

Thanks to the efforts of our
volunteers, growers, and staff,
many vegetables and fruit that are
left in the fields are put to good use

10 bright reasons to invest in the future: Solar

CENERGY

TM

1

Protect against increasing energy rates

2

Reap up to 25% annual ROI

3

Receive a 30% Federal Cash Grant

4

Attractive financing options

5

Generate green marketing credits (RECs)

6

Increase your property value

7

Simple payback as early as year 2

8

Sell excess power back to the utility company

9

Reduce your carbon footprint

10

Generate clean, renewable power and go green!

REQUEST A FREE EnERgy ConSUlTATion TodAy
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Garbage to Gas - The Salinas Valley takes the lead in
exploring waste conversion technologies
In 2005, the Salinas Valley Solid Waste
Authority (SVSWA) was poised to use
the power of eminent domain to take
South County family cattle ranches
protected by the Williamson Act to site
a new landfill to bury nearly 300,000
tons of waste generated annually by
the residents and businesses of the
Salinas Valley. Due to a staunch fight
by the Committee to save Long Valley,
an outcry of community members,
testimonies of waste experts and
acknowledging that landfilling is now
an archaic and perpetually expensive
practice, the SVSWA board shifted
its goal to divert 75% of waste
from landfills. The board focused on
researching emerging technologies
- alternative ways to manage the
remaining portion of the waste stream
that cannot be recycled or composted.
A four-member Conversion Technology
Commission was formed following the
determination that a non-combustion
based technology would be preferred,
as well as the suspension of further
investigation on the South County
properties identified for a future landfill
site. The goal of the Commission was
to identify the best and most effective
conversion technology(ies) applicable
to the Salinas Valley. Former Salinas
Council member Janet Barnes, former
Soledad Mayor Richard Ortiz, former
Gonzales Mayor George Worthy and
current Greenfield Council member
Yolanda Teneyuque accepted the
3-year commitment.
The Commission visited both aerobic
and anaerobic composting facilities,
materials recovery facilities, the UC
Davis biodigester, autoclave facilities,
gasification plants in California and Japan,
a methane to electricity generation plant,
waste to energy plants, and a plasma arc
gasification facility in Canada.
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Following the Statement of
Qualifications and Requests for
Proposals process initiated in January
2008, three proposals were extensively
reviewed and ranked based on these
goals and objectives: maximize
diversion, separate and recycle or
reuse materials offer comparable gate
fees, be financially self sustaining,
reduce impact on climate change,
provide for a public-private partnership,
include organics composting or
anaerobic digestion and offer an on site
education center.
Beginning in November 2009,
the SVSWA selected the top two
vendors, Plasco Energy Group Inc
(Plasco) of Ottawa, Ontario Canada
and Urbaser S.A. (Urbaser) of Spain.
The two vendors became engaged
with Authority staff to define the
projects proposed as the cornerstone
of the Authority’s transition of the
Johnson Canyon Landfill in Gonzales
into a Resource Management Park.
Following several public presentations
of the proposals over several months
and the presentation of the respective
proposals to the SVSWA board
on January 20, 2011, Plasco and
its plasma gasification technology
was selected to move forward for
environmental review by the California
Environmental Quality Act.
Plasco is the only company in the
world that employs a patented process
using non-incineration plasma arc
technology for the conversion of waste
material into synthetic gas and other
marketable products. Plasco efficiently
recycles heat from the process to
gasify the waste and then uses the
unique characteristics of plasma to
refine the gaseous products into a
clean, consistent syngas. The quality
of the fuel gas is highly controlled

and consistent, producing fuel for a
combined-cycle power plant (internal
combustion engines plus heat recovery
steam generators), and in the future,
could be fed into fuel cells or used
to make ethanol. The process also
yields other valuable co-products
including recyclable metal, construction
aggregate, and reclaimed water.
What may become of 1 ton the Salinas
Valley’s waste?
1. 0.9 MWh of electricity
2. 53 gallons of reclaimed water
3. 275 lbs of aggregate to be used in
construction or other building materials
4. 6 gallons of waste water
5. ½ ton of carbon credits

Other prospective benefits that may
come should Plasco’s technology
replace landfilling include:
1. Improving local air quality
2. Creating 37 clean tech/green collar jobs
with an estimated annual payroll of $2
million per year
3. Hiring local companies to help with
construction and to supply goods and
services after the plant is operating
4. Returning 25% of excess revenues to
the Solid Waste Authority
5. Working with local educators to
establish new career opportunities and
learning programs
6. Attracting other clean tech/green
technologies to the area
7. Reducing the Johnson Canyon landfill’s
operation Eliminating vector issues
caused by landfill operations (seagulls,
mice, squirrels)

Participation is sought by Farm Bureau
members in the upcoming SVSWA
environmental review process slated
to launch this fall. Please contact
the Blanca Lagunas at the SVSWA
with your questions or for further
information at (831) 775-3011
blancal@svswa.org.
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Member Benefits: Are You Using Them All?
Farm Bureau offers an extensive
set of member benefits, so take
advantage of the power of these
programs and discounts!

Insurance Programs
Nationwide: individual and business
auto insurance; farm insurance; boat,
motorcycle, and ATV insurance;
homeowners insurance; property and
casualty insurance.
State Compensation Insurance Fund:
workers compensation insurance.
Health Net Health Plans
VPI Pet Insurance

Howard Johnson,Travelodge, and all
Wyndham hotels.
Avis: discounts on auto rentals.
Budget & Budget Trucks: discounts on
auto rentals and 15% discount on
truck rentals.
Hertz: discounts on auto rentals.
Farmer-to-Farmer tours: Harvest Travel
arranges agricultural trips to farming
and ranching regions around the
world.

Amusement Parks: discount admissions
at Aquarium of the Pacific, Great
America, Knott’s Berry Farm,
Legoland, San Diego Zoo, Six Flags
Discovery Kingdom, Six Flags Magic
Mountain, Santa Cruz Boardwalk, Sea
World, and Universal Studios.
For complete details on all these
membership benefits, see our
website at www.montereycfb.com
and hover over the Members button
to see Member Benefits link.

Member Programs
Grainger Industrial Supply: 10%
discount to members, plus additional
discounts on special tools.
Farm Bureau LogoWear: discounted
prices to members through Anderson
Marketing.
Land’s End: Discount of 10% on
products and logo fees.
Farm Employers Labor Service (FELS):
discount of $100 on enrollment.
Farm Bureau Bank Financial Services:
credit card with low introductory rate,
no annual fee.
Pharmacy Savings: discounts from 5%
to 35% on brand-name and generic
prescriptions.
LensCrafters: savings of 20% on
exams, lenses, frames, lens options,
and contacts.
ClearValue: savings up to 25% on
hearing instruments
Preferred Alliance: savings for
employers on setup of alcohol and
drug testing compliance programs.
CalStar: air ambulance service for $30
annual fee.
Country Connect: low rates on local and
long-distance telephone service.
Dunn-Edwards & Kelly-Moore Paints:
savings up to 30% on selected paint
products.
Amerigas: save $0.05 per gallon on
propane deliveries.

Travel & Entertainment
Choice Hotels: savings of 20% on best
available rates at Comfort Inn, Comfort
Suites, Quality Inn, Sleep Inn, Clarion,
Rodeway Inn, and Econo Lodge.
Wyndham Hotels: special discounts
at Days Inn, Super 8, Ramada,

A publication of Monterey County Farm Bureau
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California Farm Bureau launches annual photo contest

The Idea that Sparked Farm Bureau

Cash prizes and new categories await
participants in the 2011 California
Farm Bureau Photo Contest, which
begins June 1.

This year is the 100th anniversary of
the founding of the first county Farm
Bureau in Broome County, New York.
The effects of rural electrification,
mechanization, the automobile, and
Farm Bureau had a profound effect
on the development of modern
Agriculture in America. Membership
in a County Farm Bureau provided
farmers and ranchers a unified and
organized voice in protecting the rights
of producers.

The contest gives amateur
photographers who are Farm Bureau
members an opportunity to capture
photos that best highlight California
agriculture. The Grand Prize winner
will earn a cash prize of $500, while
prizes will also be awarded to firstand second-place winners in each of
five categories. First-place winners
will receive $250 and second-place
winners will receive $100.
The five categories are:
- Kids and Critters on the Farm
- Grown in California
- All in a Day’s Work on the Farm
- Rural Scenic
- Budding Artists

Aspiring shutterbugs 13
years and younger who are
children of Farm Bureau
members are encouraged
to enter their photos in the
“Budding Artists” category.
Sponsored by the California
Foundation for Agriculture
in the Classroom, prizes for
this category include a total
of $350 in cash and copies
of the book, “Imagine
this… Stories Inspired by
Agriculture.”
Photos may be in color or black and
white. They must be printed on
photographic paper and measure
at least 5 by 7 inches, but no larger
than 8½ by 11 inches, unmatted and
unframed. Photos must have been
taken in 2010 or 2011. Judges will

DIVIDENDS

by thE truCkLoAD

SALINAS
831-424-1756
Due to the success of our farmers, American
AgCredit is paying out a record $26.3
million in cash dividends to our members
for 2010, bringing our total to more than
$128 million in dividends since 2006.

A part of the Farm Credit System.
Equal Opportunity Lender.
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consider the photo’s composition,
lighting, creativity and agricultural
message.
The contest is open only to
amateur photographers — those
who do not regularly receive
income from photography. All
photos become the property of the
California Farm Bureau and may be
published in Ag Alert or California
Country and other promotional
items. Winning photos will also
appear on CFBF websites:
www.cfbf.com and
www.californiacountry.org.
All entries must be postmarked by
Sept. 30. Entry forms and official
contest rules are available online at
www.cfbf.com and
www.californiacountry.org or from
the Monterey County Farm Bureau
Office at 831-751-3100.
For more information or additional
forms, contact the CFBF
Communications/News Division at
916-561-5550 or at
news@cfbf.com.

Call 800.466.1146 today
or visit AgLoan.com
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From the start, Farm Bureau was a
grassroots organization; each county
had a say in developing the policies
and actions that supported their local
community. State Farm Bureaus
organized a short time later, and in
1919 they collectively formed the
American Farm Bureau Federation.
Today there are Farm Bureaus in nearly
every county of our Country.
One of the little known facts is that
President Theodore Roosevelt may
have ignited the idea for a Farm
Bureau organization. While in office
in 1908, Teddy formed a country life
commission that worked to identify
why a rural farming lifestyle offered
as many opportunities as the rapidly
growing urban centers. One of the
finding of this commission was that
farmers and ranchers needed to unify
their message and encouraged the
formation of a voluntary organization to
address this.
Taking a cue from this commission, a
group of businessmen in Binghampton,
NY, proposed a farm department within
their Chamber of Commerce. Each
department was known as a bureau,
so the Farm Bureau name was born
out of convention to this standard. As
word spread, a number of local farmers
joined this Chamber of Commerce as

members, to be part of the Farm Bureau.
Just like we see now, business leaders
in that community were concerned
that a decline in farm revenues
would lead to economic instability in
their area; the prosperity of the local
agricultural industry was paramount
to supporting the other businesses in
their community.
After a few years of membership
growth, this Farm Bureau broke ties
with the Chamber of Commerce and
became their own entity. In 1914
Congress established the Cooperative
Extension Service that provided
great momentum to the growth of
Farm Bureaus around the country.
Cooperative Extension and Farm
Bureau, thus, grew together through
the coming decades.

The automobile contributed to the
growth in Farm Bureau as it made
longer distance travel easier, and
membership recruitment in rural areas
could be managed by car rather than
horse. There are stories of early Farm
Bureau leaders taking a day off to drive
around their farming communities
recruiting members.
As the Farm Bureau movement
expanded across the country, the
power of membership expanded to
include insurance services, marketing
of commodities, and most importantly,
lobbying and advocacy in favor of the
farming way of life.
Today, Farm Bureau has over 6 million
members nationwide, all united behind
one common thread: the rural farming
way of life has many opportunities to
offer new generations.

Soledad Tire
& Wheel Service, Inc.

Tracks –
We Got
Them!
AT STS / 700 – 800
AGCO Series
and all JD Models
For all your track
needs
New Goodyear
Ultra Tracks
We also carry
a full line of
MID Rollers
and stock
Salinas Valley’s
largest tractor tire
inventory.

Contact David at
Soledad Tire

960 Front St., Soledad
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Monterey County Farm Bureau
P.O. Box 1449
Salinas, CA 93902
Phone: 831.751.3100
Fax: 831.751.3167
Email: mcfb@montereycfb.com
Office Hours: 7:30am - 4:30pm (M-F)

S e rv i n g M ont erey Co unt y Ag r icultur e since 1917
Farm Bureau on the Web
Monterey County Farm Bureau | www.montereycfb.com
California Bureau | www.cfbf.com
American Farm Bureau | www.fb.org
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